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      It is often said that Gray’s Sporting Journal is a publication for discerning sportsmen, but how does one 
qualify what “discerning” really means? We figure it means our readers are particular about many things, 
but especially firearms, fly tackle, apparel, and destinations. They’re also particular about what they read, and 
Gray’s has become as much a part of their lives as granddaddy’s shotgun, a beloved bird dog, or a treasured 
bamboo fly rod. 

Every year, we hear from dedicated subscribers of all ages who have grown old or grown up with Gray’s 
Sporting Journal. Some may have discovered it years ago, sitting fireside at an Alaskan lodge or huddled 
around a deer camp stove. Others may have come to know it because a father or favorite uncle introduced 
Gray’s to them in hopes that they, too, might appreciate its understated elegance and sophistication. Either 
way, generations have been brought together by a shared passion for fine literature, wing shooting, fly fish-
ing, and an appreciation for good stories, well-written, about great adventures in faraway places, accompa-
nied by beautiful, world-class photography. 

But there’s also this: Integrity. Gray’s is free of gratuitous product mention, and after nearly five decades 
remains loyal to its original blueprint of relying on random, unsolicited submissions for content. It was born, 
and remains, a true and genuine literary journal. No other publication in the outdoor industry can lay claim 
to this unique recipe, which is why Gray’s continues to stand out among its peers. 

Today, Gray’s Sporting Journal abides in people’s lives because it delivers on the promise of birds flying 
on opening morning or wild trout rising to a hatch. It helps you fondly remember where you’ve been, and 
dream of where you may one day go. It speaks to you with writing as beautiful as the art scattered through-
out its pages and the photographs that speak to you in ways that words cannot. Thriving in an ever-changing 
world, not because it’s like other hook and bullet publications, but instead because it is so very different. 
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BONESBONESBONES
Photography by Jeff Edvalds
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Why Trout?
PAINTINGS BY CINDY DAY 
COURTESY OF WWW.CINDYDAY.COM
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Why Trout?
Forever seeking the source of their cold-forged,  

molten mettle B Y  K A T I E  M C K Y

April 2023  ·  41

THE GREEN GAR FISH, BY MARK CATESBY (1683-1749)

“You girls want Daddy 
to catch that big old fish for you?” I joke. We are 
on a high ledge over a clear creek where the current 
over the centuries has cut a deep channel through 
a hammock in the floodplain, a ditch too wide to 
jump across. Beneath us the torpedo shape of a five-
foot garfish lies suspended in the turquois water, its 
toothy bill nearly a quarter of its length.

“Oh yes, Daddy. Catch it! Catch it!” squeals Maisy. 
Mary Catherine, in the third grade, is dubious. She 
rolls her eyes. 

It’s my day to play with the girls—Daddy’s Day, a 
day outside. We’ve come downriver in my johnboat 
with the new Boykin puppy to Little Dent, a spring 
fed creek deep in riparian wetlands. We’ve secured 
the johnboat where veins of clear water trickle into 
the honey-colored Flint River south of Albany, Ga. 

We peer over the high bank at this prehistoric 
creature immobile in nearly stagnant water. I know it’s 
a she because females are larger. I’ve caught gar nearly 
her size with a piano wire noose and saltwater tackle, 
smaller ones on a fly rod with unraveled strands of 
nylon that tangle in double rows of razor-sharp teeth, 
but this is the largest longnose gar I’ve ever seen. 

Of course, I have no intentions of actually trying 
to catch this garfish even if I had the means to do 
it. This is my first outing since a heart attack and 
coronary bypass operation. I’m taking it easy. An 
allergy to catheter dye briefly stopped my clock 
during the angiogram. Fully conscious I’d watched 
the snake-like catheter enter through the aorta and 
spit a dark cloud of fatal dye into the chambers 
of my heart. I watched the monitor flatline, saw 
myself die. From outside my body I watched the 
doctor and nurses working to bring me back, saw 
the infamous tunnel of bright light. The cardiologist 
revived me with a shot of adrenaline into my heart. 
I spent a month in the hospital while my immune 

Sometimes grabbin’  
hold is the easy part. 
By O. Victor Miller

Garfish
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Garfish
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Backcountry
Pheasant
In praise of the birds that know  

the game so well By Thomas Reed

PHEASANTS IN FLIGHT, BY WILLIAM HOLLEYWOOD (1923-2007)
COURTESY OF THE SPORTSMAN’S GALLERY, LTD., CHARLESTON, SC August 2023  ·  17
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ELK
Photography by Dušan Smetana
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The BullsHe dreamed of seeing Africa with someone who loved it as he did. 
But in the end, only one thing mattered.

By Terry Wieland

T hey stumbled across the blood trail as they returned to the safari car. It lay in broad bright splashes on the sand, lead-ing away at an angle from where the 
rest of the buffalo had disappeared among the thorn 
trees. The trackers, neither smiling, were leading the 
way back across the trampled sand when there it 
suddenly lay, like an invitation to a dance.Selilo and Kiloran, the two trackers, whispered 

among themselves, and the musical Setswana was 

harsh and clear in the absolute stillness of a late Oka-
vango afternoon. The professional hunter knelt by the 
blood and then looked up at Robert Woods with the 
first hint of a smile he had shown in many minutes. 

“Artery,” Patrick said.The blood was a shocking red, not dark like heart 
blood or milkshake pink like lung, either of which it 
could have been given the angle of the shot. He’s bleeding good,” said Patrick. “Lots of blood.”

He turned to the trackers, now silent and waiting, 

BUFFALO, BY DANIEL PORTER
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’’’’DadsDads
Best get going. They’re get-

ting away out there. 

By Pete Fromm

WISH YOU WERE HERE, BY ROD CROSSMAN                          
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GSJ TRADITIONS Edited by Will Ryan

T here must have been about a fortnight of the trout fishing season left when I first went to Winchester in September 1876, but I was not then in a position to take advantage of it. Most boys probably look for-ward to the first days at a public school with alarm and awe. It certainly was so with me, and I remem-ber very well discussing this feeling with a contem-porary at a preparatory school. He and I had both reached that position of comparative ease and secu-rity which can be attained by older boys even at pri-vate schools, and we agreed that we looked forward with dread to exchanging it for the plunge into the unknown which entrance into a public school ap-peared to us to be. Nothing stands out more clearly in the memories of boyhood than the first days at a first school, and after them the first days at a public school. One is bewildered by novelty and apprehen-sion, and it is not only the outward incidents, but one’s own inner self and its sensitiveness that are clearly remembered. In looking back to Oxford and other first experiences of later days, it is but a dim and blurred outline of feelings that I can recall, but very clear and distinct are the outlines of a very real self, moving amongst unfamiliar surroundings, in the first two or three weeks at Winchester.In these weeks I did not even think of fishing; everything about me was so strange; but there were not really any hardships. As the sense of strangeness wore away, as knowledge came of what might and what might not be done without offending against customs and unwritten laws of opinion, I soon be-gan to rejoice in the comparative freedom of a larger world in the greater scope of work and games in the anticipation of all that was before me. I made many 

plans during the winter for the opening of the next fishing season. The trout could be watched in the Itchen much more easily than in northern streams; they were there before our eyes. On mild autumn days we could watch them feeding, and numbers of them were larger than any I had ever hooked. Warn-ings were given abundantly that these trout were not to be caught easily, that with few exceptions no one at school ever had caught any; the traditions were of general failure to which there had been one or two re-markable exceptions, but even in naming these, hints were not wanting that it was very unlikely that any one would succeed again. Nevertheless the trout were there plain to be seen taking flies, and nothing but experi-ence could have destroyed my hopes or confidence.So on the opening day of the season at the begin-ning of March, I hurried as soon as possible into the water meadows. Surely no one ever fished the Itch-en with greater anticipation and with less chance of success. I must have been a strange uncomfort-able figure in a large white straw hat, a black coat, trousers and thin ungreased boots splashing in the meadow (which was under water at the time) and stumbling in haste into the unfamiliar maze of run-nels and water cuts. None of these drawbacks were fatal to success. The real obstacle was that I knew nothing and had heard nothing of the dry fly and was setting to work with a whippy doublehanded rod of some thirteen feet in length and three flies, probably a March brown, a coch-y-bondhu and a Greenwell’s glory, which I generally used in those days. I remember making straight for a particular spot, which I had often marked in winter as a likely looking place; it was one where the current flowed from me under the further bank and made a ripple. 

Winchester
On the river as classroom and trout as teacher

By Sir Edward Grey(Adapted from Fly Fishing by Sir Edward Grey, London, 1899.)
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TROUT LEAPING, BY ROD CROSSMAN
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GSJ SHOOTING by Terry Wieland 
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Blue  
Rock  
News
 Lessons from pigeon guns

August 2023  ·  79

GSJ BOOKS by Chris Camuto

A
tlantic salmon have been revered 

by humans since the Stone Age. A 

30,000-year-old cave carving of a 

salmon in southwest France attests to 

that. In more recent centuries, Atlantic salmon have 

been the most glamorous and celebrated quarry of 

sport fishermen in Europe and North America, their 

cache unassailable. They have long occupied a niche 

of their own in angling literature. As Monte Burke 

and Charles Gaines note, “No fish other than trout 

has been so extensively and eloquently written about. 

And no North American periodical has published as 

much of that writing as the Atlantic Salmon Journal, 

the magazine of the Atlantic Salmon Federation.” 

Burke and Gaines are the editors of Atlantic Salmon 

Treasury: 75th Anniversary Edition (Atlantic Salm-

on Foundation/Goose Lake Editions, hardbound, 

240 pages, $45), an anthology of writing and artwork 

from the Atlantic Salmon Journal 1975-2020.

What was originally the Atlantic Salmon As-

sociation was founded in 1948 by a small group of 

Canadian anglers out of a love for salmon fishing 

and a concern for declining salmon stocks. At that 

time, post-war commercial netting of salmon was 

the principal concern. The Atlantic Salmon Journal 

first appeared in 1952, having evolved from the As-

sociation’s newsletter, and quickly grew to be a dis-

tinctive voice for the literary enjoyment of salmon 

angling and, as time went on, an expression of evolv-

ing environmental concern. The first Atlantic Salmon 

Treasury, now a book collector’s rarity, was published 

in 1975 and covered the periodical’s first 25 years.

This valuable collection is a full-voiced and well-

illustrated appreciation of mostly North Ameri-

can salmon angling. There are lively essays on the 

pleasures of pursuing wild salmon in classic ven-

ues—Joseph D. Bates Jr. on the Langa in Iceland; 

Joan Wulff on the St. Michael’s River in Labra-

dor; Art Lee on the Restigouche and Matapedia; 

James Woods on the Spey; Lee Wulff on the River 

of Ponds. There are essays in remembrance of an-

glers and guides, a tribal memory of salmon angling 

summers—Nelson Bryant on Lee Wulff; Art Lee’s 

appreciation of Richard Nelson Adams; Peter Bodo 

on Joe Cullman. There are essays on flies, classic and 

newfangled, and reproductions of the Journal’s cov-

ers. The Journal was always a visual feast, full of the 

work of artists drawn to the scenes of salmon an-

gling—Gordon Allen, Chet Reneson, John Swan, 

Peter Corbin, Galen Mercer—along with photog-

raphy of Val Atkinson and Tom Montgomery.

As the decades unfolded, the Journal gave increas-

ing space to the growing practice of catch-and-release 

angling, a concept pioneered by Lee Wulff as early as 

the 1930s. There are essays on new scientific under-

standing of the biology, migration and habitat needs 

of salmon. There are landmark pieces on progress in 

the protection of salmon—the shutdown of New-

foundland’s commercial salmon fishery in 1992 and 

the buyout of Greenland’s drift-net fishery shortly 

after. But by the turn of the century concerns about 

commercial overharvesting were replaced by grow-

ing awareness of the environmental consequences of 

salmon farming and the ominous vectors of climate 

change, especially rising sea temperatures that threaten 

the balance of coastal ecologies as warm-water species 

move north. In the Winter 2000 issue, Jim Gourlay’s 

“World-Wide Aquaculture Global Threat” reported 

in detail on the threat of salmon farming to wild fish 

stocks. Ted Williams sounded the alarm of the impact 

Atlantic Salmon

“When salmon farming started, we knew so little.”

Simen Saetre and Kjetil Ostli, The New Fish
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GSJ POEM by Michael P.H. Stanley

Love is landed  
like a trout

Love is landed like a trout in that it really 

comes about, not in those seconds setting the hook,

nor hours looking over each brook for the one eddy

from which to steady-handedly weave the air and mend

the river’s bend with patient line and confident leader, 

not the minutes pleading with a vestal nymph whose dashing 

will at last coax the prince-of-plashing to the creel.
 

Rather, I feel the origin of Love’s elation lies within its preparation, 

in some half-forgotten winter’s evening spent 

over a bare, bent barbed wire, tenderly winding up

old myths with new desire—binding them in more than silk or gold.

That’s what holds the fly together through all those years, through 

feathers weathering flights back and forth, through fears of getting stuck  

in desperation’s muck, through avaricious castings flung

into the upper rungs of a jealous elm. To me, Love keeps

us moving freely in that realm between Beneath & Above.

After all, it is a kind of love that lured the angler from the bank, 

and cautiously so’s not to fall, the angler sank into the sands 

to tie the knot with gentle hands. Then sun-up/sun-down, ten-and-two, 

the aerial arcs bend old bamboo. The angler joins a ritual dance,

and hopes, perchance, to feel a twitch upon the thread 

and glance the silvery head of not a watery wanderer’s quarry, 

but feel a moment marry Heaven to Earth and Earth to Lake. 

With rod held high, the ferrules shake, the taut line sighs, the shrill reel sings,  

and all these beauteous things feel now as one between the two.  

We think the Angler takes a fish, but it’s the fly that makes our wish 

come true.

September 9th, 2021

For the marriage of Alex Woodcock and Jack Greenberg

Michael P.H. Stanley’s first fishing experience was at the age of two, a trip to Sebago Lake with his father  

and friends. These days, when not doctoring, he fishes. When not fishing, he ties flies. When not tying flies,  

he writes lines. His work has been published in The Financial Times and The Wall Street Journal, among others.  

Follow him @MPHStanley on Twitter/X.
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GSJ ART by Brooke Chilvers

L
etting go of first impres-
sions is never easy. It’s 
tempting to hold on to Pi-
casso’s Blue Period or Kan-
dinsky’s Der Blaue Reiter 
years in Münich. And if 
you first experience John 
Swan’s paintings at an Up-

per East Side Manhattan gallery in the dead of New 
York winter, you’ll want to stay forever in the sun-
warmed light and breezy skies of his watercolors of 
Bahamian bonefishing. 

In paintings such as Abaco Flats, Swan’s ges-
tural brushstrokes express an azure yonder full of 
impending weather; their wooden skiffs and green 
waters call for last casts. The never-winter colors and 
vapory air of his West Indies works are so distinct 
that the flip side of his existence and inspiration al-
most comes as a surprise. For Swan is even more at 
ease in the lakes, bays and rushing waters of Maine, 

and points as far north as Gaspé. 
In fact, John Swan (b. 1948) makes his home 

and studio in the rightly historic Stroudwater dis-
trict in Portland, a neighborhood with deep roots in 
timber; that is supplying shipbuilding lumber, espe-
cially mighty white pine masts, to the British Navy 
in the decades before the American Revolution. In 
those days, the King’s government appointed “mast 
agents” to mark the best and tallest trees with an up-
side-down “V,” reserving them for a Crown whose 
own forests had been depleted by the 17th century.   

Maine—and its boats—are in Swan’s blood. The 
son of a local banker and schoolteacher explained 
that in the generations before “helicopter parents,” 
boats were part of growing up in Maine: waterski-
ing, visiting pals across the lake, fishing for perch and 
catching an occasional pickerel while really hoping 
for wild bass. “We stalked bass with spears under 
the docks. Along the islands and rock piles, we used 
spinning rods, like my trusty old Zebco, with Rapa-

John 
 Swan

Son of Maine, stepson of the Bahamas
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las, Flatfish and homemade lures.” 
Boats are the main character in many a com-

position—canoes pointed upriver to the unknown 
around the bend or empty resting on shore, while 
hard-worked fishing boats crowd the wharf in a 
New England harbor. Swan’s favorite boat, of course, 
is Maine’s iconic Rangeley Boat, first built in 1869 
to meet the demands of fishing landlocked salmon 
and trout in Maine’s big, windy lakes, holding steady 
in five-foot waves for a rowing guide with one or 
two standing fly casters. “They’re the classic Ameri-
can sporting boat,” says the avid angler who con-
fesses to owning three. “I fish only from a Rangeley.”   

Swan’s roots in Western Maine’s waters stretch 
back to his mother’s parents, both accomplished 
sportsmen “to the core” who, among other occupa-
tions, “ran a high-class sporting store selling fine 
bamboo fly rods, Bill Edson flies, reels, lines and 
guns.” They were also one of the earliest to con-
struct their own fishing and hunting camps on the 

mountain-ringed Rangeley Lakes near the Ca-
nadian border. “I was taught to shoot and fly cast 
from a master—my grandfather, Guilford, who had 
a camp on Kennebago Lake before I can remember. 
As kids, we swam and fished, tied flies, shot grouse 
and learned to read the water. I was a very lucky boy.”

Equally lucky for a kid demonstrating artistic tal-
ent was his other grandmother, Myrtle, an accom-
plished businesswoman and painter. She showed 
him an article featuring a local artist and told him, 
“You know, you could do that, too.” Unfortunately, 
Myrtle passed away before she could enjoy John’s 
wonderful success, which includes being named Art-
ist of the Year three times by the Atlantic Salmon 
Federation; Ducks Unlimited International Artist of 
the Year (1987); and the 2017 Bonefish & Tarpon 
Trust Artist of the Year. His one-man shows have 
been featured at the American Museum of Fly Fish-
ing and Stephen O’Brien Jr. Fine Arts in Boston. 

Swan’s book credits include the 1996 reprint by 
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GSJ JOURNAL by Scott Sadil

W hen I was young, but old enough I should have known better, I thought the tides had something to do with the size, and therefore 
the shape, as well, of the moon. In a way, I was right: 
More moon or less moon, the bigger the tides; split 
the moon down the middle, the tides grew smaller 
and smaller. On rare occasions, near where I fre-
quented the surf, they became so small there was no 
discernible difference between high tide and low—a 
glimpse of once-a-day diurnal tides, an all but oth-
erworldly contrast to our familiar twice a day, or 
semidiurnal tides.But, of course, I was wrong. The size of the 

moon doesn’t change; the shape of the moon doesn’t 
change. Not yet in this lifetime, anyway. Still, the 
method worked—in much the same way early as-
tronomers were able to accurately map the stars and 
even the planets while believing the earth was the 
center of the universe and the heavens the inside 
surface of a globe spinning around us.It’s still a good model; you can go a long way with 

it trying to keep track of objects in the night-time 
sky. Even if it is all hooey.My enlightenment, if you will, regarding tides 

began in earnest, like so many lessons in my life, 
with a growing awareness of language. Only by 
reading books would I discover that big tides, those 
associated with a new or full moon, were called 
spring tides—spring as in “rising up,” not as in the 
season. Small tides, just before or after the first or 
last quarter of the moon, were neap tides—from an 
Old English word describing something without 
power of advancing.  Words, even jargon, had started 
to matter to me because, if you wanted to write, you 
should use the right ones.I clearly recall the time Mr. Francis, my best surfing 

pal’s father, and the only man I knew who took fishing 
trips without dragging the family along, told me, in no 
few words, that you fished with a rod, not a pole.

Yet it was a void in the literature that really got 
me thinking, the absence in a logical sequence of 
terms or words describing the phases of the moon 
that finally helped me grasp the big picture in which 
tides, so important in my surfing and fishing life, 
featured so prominently. You had a new moon and a 
full moon, a first quarter and a last.But there was no such thing as a half moon.

At least not on any tide chart or calendar I’d  
ever seen.

Tides

BONEFISHING, PAUL PUCKETTCOURTESY OF THE SPORTSMAN’S GALLERY, LTD., CHARLESTON, SC
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GSJ ANGLING by Scott Sadil

Indigeneity:  
Wild Fish  
Yesterday, Today 
and—Tomorrow?
One wonders: Is anything truly wild anymore? 

A
s if entering a roiled and turbid stream, I need to  

approach this subject carefully. One wrong step and 

down I go.
The idea of indigeniety, a noun, comes from the com-

mon adjective, indigenous, which itself derives from the Latin indige-

na, meaning “native” or “sprung from the land.” The word indigenous, 

according to Manvir Singh, writing earlier this year in the The New 

Yorker about the question of aboriginal people and lands they lost to 

colonialists, usually Europeans, around the world, “has been used in 

English since at least 1588, when a diplomat referred to Samoyed 

peoples in Siberia as ‘Indigene, or people bred upon that very soyle.’”
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I can already feel readers cringing. Don’t despair: 

My intention here is not to enter into a discussion of 

what belongs to whom and why. Instead, I want to 

talk about fish.
Like the word “native,” Singh points out, “indig-

enous was used not just for people but for flora and 

fauna as well.” Indigenous fish, as most of us now 

understand the phrase, are the fish that existed in 

a region’s waters before folks like you and me, in all 

our glory, showed up and began fussing with most 

everything we could get our hands on.

In the American West, where I’m from, indig-

enous fish meant, for freshwater fishing, cold-water 

salmonidsasalmon, trout, char (bull trout, not brook-

ies)—in some cases both in resident and sea-run it-

erations. Lucky me. The Brits (I use this term loose-

ly), as well, enjoyed a similar lineup, fish that inspired 

the origins and traditions of the sport of fly fishing, 

and it’s generally accepted that anglers from the UK 

played a big part in the introduction of trout species 

in other favorable locations around the world.

So far, so good. Better still, in a rich, intriguing 

tale, one told elsewhere many times before, at the 

start of the 20th century trout eggs of various spe-

cies were brought to South America, reared success-

fully—and the rest, need I say, is history.

Indeed, there’s an old saying, perhaps apocryphal, 

among Argentina’s angling historians to the effect 

that “In Patagonia, God created perfect trout habi-

tat... He just forgot the trout.”
And it appears now, if recent evidence proves 

sound, He may have forgotten the salmon, too.

It’s not really news. Ever since the discovery of 

the now famous population of big sea-run brown 

TRICO TAKE, BY ROD CROSSMAN
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GSJ Gear & Lifestyle

The hunters and engineers at BIOAMMO (Bio-compostable Am-

munition) are dedicated to creating plastic-free, bio-degradable 

shells that help upland, waterfowl and big game hunters leave no sign 

behind—all without sacrificing performance. Priced approximately the 

same as conventional shells, BIOAMMO uses plant-based polymers 

to avoid leaving plastics and potential toxins afield, helping you with 

cleanup and assuring a more pristine environment for generations to 

come. Available in 12- and 20-gauge, shot or slug.  www.bioammo.es

Why do things the hard way? Nobody’s trying to make a mess, but somebody 

still needs to clean up after a day on the clays course. The AMMOUP for 

shotgun shells (starting at $399) will quickly gather shells and wads from .410 

to 10-gauge and put them into a removable basket for easy recycling or disposal. 

Available in sizes ranging from 18” to 43”, it works equally well on grass, dirt or 

concrete surfaces, keeping your shooting area tidy without breaking your back. 

www.ammoupusa.com.

STEELPORT KNIFE COMPANY has created an impres-

sive addition to any chef ’s kitchen with its new Oregon black 

walnut knife block ($450). The curved base design creates clear-

ance beneath cabinets to help you safely grab the knife handles, 

each of which is held securely in place by a magnetic wooden 

face. A contoured wood rest at the base provides additional sup-

port for your cutlery, all while creating a handsome and con-

venient display for favorite blades. Your days of reaching into 

cabinets or sequestering knives in blocks are over. Show them 

off a bit. www.steelportknife.com. 
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GSJ Gear & Lifestyle

The Hellgate Hatchet ($375) from MONTANA KNIFE 

COMPANY is the ultimate camp companion, enabling you to 

chop wood, clear a site and start � res, all while maintaining a hair-

shaving edge that can be used in lieu of a knife for many of your 

hunting tasks. It weighs less than a pound, wears comfortably on your 

belt, and has a Parkerized 52100 carbon steel blade. � e handle is 

composed of the same bulletproof G-10 materials found on most 

of the brand’s knives, and it comes with a Kydex sheath that 

locks in place for safety and easy access. Free sharpening for 

life. www.montanaknifecompany.com

The Nucleo High II GTX ($239) from LA SPORTIVA is a mid-weight, wa-

terproof boot ideal for hiking, backpacking and early-season hunting. Durable 

Nubuck leather provides a solid outer shell to protect against rocks and debris, while 

Nano Cell inserts deliver outstanding breathability to prevent overheating. Vibram 

soles o� er outstanding traction and grip, and a � ex ankle hinge enhances mobility 

and comfort regardless of terrain. � is is not cold weather footwear, but rather an 

ideal boot for knocking around camp, scouting or simply relaxing in the outdoors 

without having to worry about going all in with heavier options. Ideal for 

late fall and early spring excursions. www.lasportivausa.com

F ILSON has teamed with recording artist Chris 

Stapleton to create the new Traveller Collection, a 

� ve-piece ensemble that melds the iconic Seattle-based 

brand’s superior craftsmanship with the singer’s artistic 

expression. Created with dry-waxed ripstop Ranger fab-

ric, the collection includes a du�  e, dopp kit, backpack 

and suit cover, but our personal preference is the Out� t-

ter Bag ($995), a style pulled from the Filson archives 

and retouched for optimal utility and � air. Separate top 

and bottom compartments help keep your gear orga-

nized while the heavy-duty yellow zippers are personally 

selected by Stapleton, making it the ideal luggage choice 

for trips to Nashville or beyond. www.� lson.com
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Every overnight deer or elk hunt needs a good base camp, and the Avalon Bell 

Tent (starting at $1,200) from WHITE DUCK OUTDOORS

is a versatile, four-season canvas workhorse that features double-

stitched seams, top-grade zippers and a 16-oz polyvinyl � oor 

with a proprietary shock-absorbing grounding system. 

Multiple windows and large doors let you enjoy 

the view, while four strategically placed ceiling 

vents promise excellent ventilation. � ere’s also 

a stove jack made with � re-retardant materials 

for when temperatures drop. � e spacious, yurt-

style design sets up in less than 20 minutes and 

allows abundant, comfortable space for four, plus 

gear. www.whiteduckoutdoors.com

Aformer U.S. Marine, ROSS TYSER began making custom 

knives from his Spartanburg, S.C., work bench back in 1986. 

It became his full-time endeavor in 2004, and since then he has 

created blades for clients as varied as the Shot Show and Iditarod 

sled racers. � e Ravenfork Hunter ($650) is a striking example of 

his craftsmanship, featuring a four-inch blade of 1084 and 15n20 

Ladder Pattern Damascus steel, 416 Stainless Corby rivets and an 

exquisite curly-maple handle. Tyser doesn’t work with a forging 

press or power hammer, but instead uses a 150-pound anvil and 

an assortment of manual tools to create knives that are both highly 

functional and breathtakingly beautiful. Visit his website at www.

rtcustomknives.com where you’ll � nd an exceptional range of op-

tions for both kitchen and � eld. 

The new BX-4 Range HD Range� nding 10x42 Bin-

ocular ($1,600) from LEUPOLD & STEVENS helps 

you spot and range targets at the same time without wasting 

valuable seconds switching gear. A high contrast red OLED 

display delivers easily visible readouts in any light, while Le-

upold’s proprietary Elite Optical System delivers clear dawn-

to-dusk image transmission without glare. � e BX-4 ranges 

re� ective targets at 2,600 yards, trees at 1,600 yards and deer-

sized game out to 1,100 yards. Waterproof and fogproof, it 

can be con� gured to operate with the left or right hand. Learn 

more by visiting www.leupold.com. 
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W hether you’re farming commercially or simply managing your sporting property for wild game, nobody needs to tell you that invasive species—wild pigs, in particular—have be-come a serious problem. � e � ermion 2 LRF XP50 PRO � ermal Imaging Ri escope ($6,600) from PULSAR is here to help. With an impressive 10 hours of battery life, the powerful 640x480 microbolometer resolution detects heat signatures up to 2,000 yards away. � e range� nder is accurate to 875 yards. Additional features include 10 reticle shapes in nine color modes, � ve unique pro� les, 2X-16X magni-� cation, built-in photo and video capabilities, and picture-in-picture mode. All’s fair in love, war and swine eradication. www.pulsar-nv.com

T he Bison Leather Range Bag ($500) from DULUTH PACK will have no rivals when it comes to being the best-looking bag at your shooting club. Weatherproof YKK zippers and a durable shoulder strap o� er longevity and com-fortable mobility, but the real story here is the exceptional bison leather construction that will only look better over time. � ere’s a reinforced padded bottom, plus a front gusseted pouch and double-zippered pocket that opens the main compartment, where you’ll have ample room for shells, shooting glasses and accessories. It measures 9”H x 12”W x 9.5”D with a 17-liter capacity, giving you plenty of room to keep yourself organized. And with Duluth Pack’s lifetime warranty, this is very likely the last shooting bag you’ll ever need to buy. www.duluthpack.com

Dove season is upon us, and it shouldn’t come as a surprise that the � rst few outings are probably going to be hotter than we’d like. � e new Flyweight Shirt ($55) from CORDIA is the perfect solution. It features a pair of chest  ap pockets, plus two large, zippered interior pockets for plenty of storage in the � eld. Quick-drying, moisture-wick-ing and breathable, the Flyweight o� ers UV protection while maintain-ing plenty of freedom of movement across the shoulders thanks to a four-way stretch combination of 92% polyester and 8% elastane. � e birds may or may not arrive, but either way you don’t have to be uncom-fortable. Also available in camo. www.huntcordia.com
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O RVIS is convinced your dog needs to sleep just as comfortably as you do. � e RecoveryZone � erapeutic Dog Bed ($298-$429) promises faster recovery times for active dogs and a more comfortable sleep for those that are retired after years a� eld. Serene Foam, which is 40% lighter than traditional memory foam, distributes weight, increases circulation and reduces pressure on joints and muscles, while a temperature-regulat-ing top layer promotes air� ow and breathability. Machine-washable, the bed is adorned with premium upholstery and hidden, no-chew handles. Available in four sizes and six colors, with embroidery available upon request. www.orvis.com

I t’s time to embrace the aging process with the new BAJIO readers ($229). Created for anglers who appreciate premium optics on the water but could use a bit more power to focus on � ner details like tying on � ies, untangling wind knots and reading instrumenta-tion, the readers are available in magni� cation powers ranging from +1.50 to +2.50. No more switching back and forth between drugstore readers and your favorite � shing shades; one pair does it all, providing a built-in line bifocal on the back of the lens that is nearly undetectable when viewed from the front. Available in 20 di� erent styles, including the Palometa (pictured here), with green mirror, blue mirror, rose mirror and gray lens options. www.bajiosunglasses.com.

I n a world awash in synthetic stocks and polymer frames, SPRINGFIELD ARMORY has admirably gone the other direction with its new, heirloom-quality 2020 Rim� re Classic 22LR ($529-$1,099). Available in four grades of Turkish walnut with dual-cocking cams for fast cycling, the ri� e features a hard chrome bolt, a 10-round rotary magazine and a free-� oated 20” barrel. � e adjustable trigger can be tuned to your liking, but already delivers a crisp, clean pull at the factory setting. Above all, this is a gun that harkens back to a day when ageless design and timeless beauty ruled the day. It’s a ri� e you’ll be proud to pass down to your grandchild, know-ing he or she will come to appreciate its old school appeal just as much as you do. www.spring� eldarmory.com
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